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Petition: To produce an Ethical Society [lessons on fiction, too: the obvious] 

 

[part of petition] 

for The Fictional VolunTier Project 

by Goura Fotadar 

Date typed up: 83018 

[notes from long past; i.e. how long] 

tag[s]: ethics, cover-ups are? … , fiction writing assistance, too, quasi-economics/ quasi-references, 

patrol … 

[aside: criminology report one-of-the local] “ …” is sitting and circle-ing on-foot outside the obvious but 

through gated view this corner of-the outdoor patio; I’m not sure if she’s still at-work? But she certainly 

is uh into her vehicle and not in   an artistic-adventurous way. there is then a man parked parallel to her 

copying suit. I’m [patio: but like outside of-it.] not sure, but unless she’s really re[ally? ]exhausted, so 

exhausted she can’t drive home?  [the finer she: you driving through her because she doesn’t know how, 

in her case illegally so, and in somebody else’s case:  it might be assistance; but this time you can’t 

because you’re too exhausted] 

                       Work Production Areas, Incorporated.  
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To report at the that obvious as much as I and I’m sure all functional homeless people appreciate the 

use of this public working space for work production are[s] in during open hours; the … trash outside as 

some of these pictures demonstrate [which pictures] has not been emptied in what seems a-while. I 

know some of this, and other local obvious-es staff know that for example: I’m homeless because I’ve 

told them so; when signing up for a … I realize that discrimination is illegal; but it doesn’t mean that s … 

                    [Create a Model of Ethics.][Art Model.] 

      Perhaps:? * Start with the root of-the problem: 

                             which is lack of ethical safety in roofed environments; 

                             and roofed-adjunct environments.  

- Solve Problem rapidly –remove roofed: shelter-rest 

situations, especially; the premise is: when you’re in a  

  A rest-state you likely will not be guarded enough 

 

 

Report, Updated on 8.22.17 [the initial date of these notes were, when?] though; this 

references the that obvious ; I can attest I have this experience in nearly all local … and 

such in at least a 50 mile radius; and that all local … accompanying the other obvious-

es are un-worthy of providing their “…” at least …  

 

Criminology, cont.  

3.5.17 It’s cold: thanks for $1.00 at cited: MCD’s to stay warm. My hands are frozen. 

The tradition of housed people pretending to be homeless continues here; how many 

women need to buy meals at approx. 9 in the morning on a very cold & wet Sunday in 

California. & why can’t they read the paper in-their homes. Theme: sounds like a good 

rap song. The line is end-less at this-time; and it’s just not believable.  

 

The … report, continued … it’s supposed to happen. In the case of this …, I’ve been 

particularly & nearly physically hassle-d by only two of the ... But; I think that’s still a 

significant amount. At the conclusion of the criminological investigation of the trash 

alone; and in-ordinate amounts of time during work? hours staring at esp. homeless 

“ “ ; and crowding/walking repeatedly behind their backs. I understand protection 

under workers’ rights; but such protection warrants that all those producing work; are 

such protected even the artist playing his fiddle in the street-corner. The point is 

that … are effectively committing a crime; albeit almost serious crime. Unpunished; 

their in-… crimes have escalated the behavior of non-functional and not functional 

false persecution because many locations of rest of functional in majority … are 

proliferated with trash by persecuting parties; these even include … public restrooms.  
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see images if in Disbelief.  [where are the images?] 

   As a … and work producer through the local … systems, I would love to take out the 

trash; when workers traditional and-or variant are either unable or incapable of doing 

so; I’d also be glad ...  

 

Examples: (of escalation-s, include) in this specific … : 

Groups of men; and the same groups entering bathrooms in too much repetition; and 

walking very let’s say characteristically?  

I understand physical conditions which may require frequent bathroom time; 

Since I have a few of-such conditions; but still  


